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There are a handful of reasons that the sort of material contained herein is important, in my view.

First and foremost, the amount of information available today to use as a basis for decision-making is

mind-boggling. It seems unacceptable, therefore, that decisions be made not on the basis of actual data, but

rather on the basis of the conventional wisdom (a term coined by John Kenneth Galbraith, who derided it as

that which “promises best to avoid awkward effort or unwelcome dislocation of life”). It is critical, then, that

in our democracy information be transferred from the experts who have it to the decision-makers — citizens

and politicians alike — in a form that enables them to understand the essentials. This could be information

about terrorism’s cause — a subject I address in “What does poverty have to do with terrorism?”; about

when educational disparities appear between different socioeconomic classes, genders, and races; or about

many other topics in the news. This type of science writing — which primarily deals with the social sciences

and statistical analysis — strikes me as the most useful. Among my work, “What does poverty have to do

with terrorism?” best represents this brand of science writing, but to a lesser degree so do “‘Arrow’ to the

polls’” and “A criminal’s choice.”

The other role is one of entertainment: science is interesting! A well-written piece of science writing should

be able to engage even those who lack the time to explore the serious mathematical or other underpinnings

of the science involved. “Killing cats,” among all the pieces included, most aims to address (and foster) this

excitement — quantum mechanics has few policy implications, but it can be fun to learn about.

With that in mind, I hope you enjoy — and learn from — these four short pieces.
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